Food and Beverage Brochure

FOOD & BEVERAGE SOLUTIONS
Increase efficiency and flexibility, reduce downtime, and ensure workplace safety.

Quality Efficiency
A key challenge for food and beverage manufacturers is reducing overall costs and
maximizing productivity, all while maintaining quality and plant uptime — one point of
failure on the plant floor can impact your entire business.

The profitability of a food and beverage company depends on how efficiently it is run. Food and beverage
manufacturers are competing on the basis that they can distribute a finished, desirable, and quality product better
than their competitors. Horizon Solutions® offers food and beverage manufacturers the ingredients for success
by delivering industry-leading industrial automation; maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO); and safety
solutions.

HorizonSolutions.com

MANUFACTURING & PROCESS SOLUTIONS

Production areas—where efficiency matters
Food and beverage process control and automation solutions
Whether you’re expanding current manufacturing or building a new food and beverage plant, regardless of
what control systems you use today, we understand your needs and apply solutions that solve your most demanding challenges. We bring modern, cost-effective options for automated mixers, extruders, ovens, fillers,
cappers, and more. Whether you are canning, brewing, or baking—we can pinpoint solutions that reduce maintenance costs and bring the predictability needed to run your plant.
Our manufacturing and process solutions include:
� PLCs
� HMIs
� Motion Control
� Pneumatics
� Networking
� Process Control
� Virtualization
� Software
� Reporting
Automated and networked systems can:
� Improve overall equipment efficiency (OEE)
� Simplify reporting for regulatory compliance

Authorized Allen-Bradley Distributor
Horizon Solutions is the exclusive Rockwell Automation® Authorized AllenBradley distributor in New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, and select areas
in New York and Massachusetts. We have partnered with industry-leading
manufacturers to bring you the products and technology you need to stay
competitive.

A sampling of food and beverage suppliers we represent:

HorizonSolutions.com

STOREROOM & MRO

Industrial and electrical maintenance reduces downtime
Maintain productivity and keep your equipment up and running
If you are focused on maintaining an existing production line, Horizon Solutions will help keep your plant up
and running with MRO solutions. There is a wide range of electrical enclosures and wiring devices available in
stainless steel and other materials suitable for wash-down environments. Using the appropriate conduit, wire,
and cable will make your equipment upgrades and repairs simple and effective.

Washdown and clean-in-place solutions
Washdown chemicals, heat, and severe-duty cycles can
take a toll on the electrical components used on food
and beverage lines. Wires, cables, and connectors can
be points of failure if they can’t withstand substantial
chemical, thermal, and mechanical stresses. The team at
Horizon Solutions can help you mitigate your risk with
properly specified cables and connectors for food and
beverage environments.

Total lighting solutions
Food and beverage plant lighting systems must endure
tough conditions in a number of severe environments,
including high-pressure washdowns, grease and oil,
corrosive cleaning solutions, steam, and freezing
temperatures. At the same time, they must not strain
your electricity and maintenance budgets or cause a
plant shutdown. We deliver a range of innovative and
reliable lighting solutions as well as control product
specifically designed to maximize performance, energy
efficiency, and cost savings.

FOOD & BEVERAGE FACILITY
Safety Solutions
Helping you keep your people and products safe
If you are concerned with safety, remember—safety does not have to come at the expense of productivity.
Horizon Solutions can help improve safety and ultimately save you money with proper personal protective
equipment (PPE), sorbents, identification, and intelligent machine guarding. Industry-specific solutions such as
metal-detectable PPE and shatterproof lighting help make safety a truly complete and top-to-bottom effort.

Safety solutions include:
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Visual Lockout/Tagout Procedures
Batch Repeatability and Tracking for Regulatory Compliance
NSF-Registered Non-food Compounds Safe for Operations
Sorbents and Matting to Avoid Slips, Trips, and Falls
Machine Assessments, Arc Flash Studies, and Remediation
Our Authorized OSHA Outreach Instructors facilitate comprehensive safety training programs or work with
you to create a customized curriculum that meets your specific needs

Sampling of food and beverage safety suppliers we represent:

Contact us today so we can help you determine which solutions are best for your business, call
(800) 724-4750.
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